
WHAT IS WOMEN IN STEM? EVENTS & INITIATIVES

LOOKING TO GET INVOLVED?

TORONTO TRIP

PODCAST

WORKSHOPS

WANT TO REACH OUT TO US? 

 CLUB MEMBERSHIP FEE: $15 

Women in STEM is an all-inclusive
organization which offers a safe and
encouraging environment for people of all
genders and all academic backgrounds to
explore their interests in STEM. 

GENERAL MEMBERS participate in our events
and have access to information about
external opportunities by being on our
mailing list!

DIRECTORS work with the exec team within a
specific portfolio to organize/plan/run
logistics! To become a DIRECTOR, our
applications will go live on SEPTEMBER 18th!

Hannah Polley (President) - hpolley2@uwo.ca
Eleanor Feng (VP Operations) - efeng7@uwo.ca
Sara Kayvani (AVP Operations) - skayvani@uwo.ca
Michelle Yu (Co-VP Events) - myu327@uwo.ca
Sofia Varon (Co-VP Events) - avaron@uwo.ca
Jennifer Semeniuk (VP External Affairs) -  jsemeni@uwo.ca
Daya Mann (VP Finance) - dmann48@uwo.ca
Jessie Brown (VP Community Inclusion) - jbrow466@uwo.ca
Emma Lord (VP Marketing) - elord4@uwo.ca 
Luxshmi Nageswaran (AVP Marketing) - lnageswa@uwo.ca
Hanniya Zohdi (Website Manager) - hzohdi@uwo.ca 

Don't hesitate to contact us and ask any questions!

We recently launched our brand new 
podcast, WISPod! We currently have
 two episodes available on our
website and on Spotify! 

WEBSITE LAUNCH

NEWSLETTERS

CASE COMP

Check our revamped website!
www.womeninstemuwo.ca! 

We love to host workshops 
throughout the year, including
one where the executive members of the club
help you out with your resumes and interviewing
skills! 

Keep an eye out for our monthly newsletters! We
highlight external opportunities and have a
special section for general member 
contributions! 

Looking for case competitions 
to tackle? We've got you covered! Stay tuned for
more details! 

Looking to network with companies and learn
more about different careers in STEM? Our
Toronto Trip takes club members on tours to
meet with industry professionals! We even send
your resumes to the companies after the event! 

Did you know WIS is the LARGEST
STEM/SCIENCE CLUB at Western? 

WOMEN IN STEM UWO
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https://open.spotify.com/show/0KyHgRbSzHDQeWoWzHN5fI?si=7S8CvYWZQh21MGj_zaHACQ&dl_branch=1
http://www.womeninstemuwo.ca/

